Sixteen-year-old Zarin is many things: a student, an orphan, a risk taker. A troublemaker whose
many romances are subject to endless school gossip. So how it that 18-year-old Porus Dumasia
has only ever had eyes for her? And how did they both end up dead in a car together, crashed
on the side of a highway in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia? When the religious police arrive on the scent,
everything everyone though they knew about Zarin is questioned. And it becomes clear she was
far more than a girl like that.

YP FIC BHATHENA

Lulu Saad doesn’t need anyone’s advice when she has her three best friends and is
ready to conquer the world. Sure, for half a minute she thought she’d nearly
drowned a cute guy at a party, but he was faking it. And yes, she caused a scene
during Ramadan, but it’s all under control. Ish. Except maybe this time, Lulu’s done a
little more damage than she realizes. And if she can’t find her way out of this mess
soon, she’ll have to do more than repair friendships, family alliances, and wet
clothing.
YP FIC SAFI
Mary B. Addison killed a baby. Allegedly. She didn't say much in the first interview with
detectives, and the media filled in the only blanks that mattered: a white baby had died while
under the care of a black woman and her nine-year-old daughter. The public convicted Mary
and the jury made it official. There wasn't a point to setting the record straight before, but now
Mary’s got Ted—and their unborn child—to think about. When the state threatens to take her
baby, Mary's fate lies in the hands of the one person she distrusts the most: her Momma.
YP FIC JACKSON

Eighteen-year-old Xifeng is beautiful. The stars say she is destined for greatness; that
she is meant to be Empress of Feng Lu. But only if she embraces the darkness within.
Growing up as a peasant in a forgotten village, Xifeng longs to fulfill the destiny
promised to her by the witch Guma, who has seen glimmers of Xifeng's majestic
future. But in order to achieve greatness, she must spurn the young man who loves
her and exploit the callous magic that runs through her veins—sorcery fueled by
eating the hearts of the recently killed. For the god who has sent her on this journey
will not be satisfied until his power is absolute.
YP FIC DAO
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LaToya Williams lives in Montgomery, Alabama, and attends a mostly white high school. It seems as if her only friend is her older
brother, Alex. Toya doesn't know where she fits in, but after a run-in with another student, she wonders if life would be different if she
were…different. And then a higher power answers her prayer: to be "anything but black." Toya is suddenly white, blond, and popular.
Now what?

YP FIC PINK

Boston, 1919. The Cast Iron Club is packed with hemopaths—those “afflicted” with the power to make illusions through art—captivate
their audience. Corinne and Ada have been best friends ever seen gangster Johnny Dervish recruited them. By night, they perform for
Johnny’s crowds and by day, they con the elite. But when a job goes wrong and Ada is imprisoned, she realizes how precarious their
position is. With her escape, two of the Cast Iron’s hires are shot and Johnny disappears, leaving the girls forced to hunt for answers in
spite of possible betrayal.
YP FIC SORIA

No one knows how to handle Reiko. Full of hatred, all she thinks about is how to best hurt self and those closest to her. After a
failed suicide attempt at her home in Seattle, Reiko’s parents send her to Japan for the summer hoping she’ll learn to control her
emotions. But while visiting a historic village called Kuramagi, Reiko finds herself slipping back in time to the 19th century life of
Miyu, a young women even more vengeful than Reiko herself. Reiko’s escape soon turns dark due to the village’s horrifying secret
and Miyu’s own demons.

YP FIC BARKER

Satrapi tells the story of her life in Tehran from ages six to fourteen, years that saw the overthrow of the Shah's regime, the triumph of
the Islamic Revolution, and the devastating effects of war with Iraq. The intelligent and outspoken only child of committed Marxists and
the great-granddaughter of one of Iran's last emperors, Marjane bears witness to a childhood uniquely entwined with the history of her
country and how contradictions between home life and public life create an enormous toll that repressive regimes exact on the
individual spirit. Be sure to check out Book Two: Persepolis: Story of a Return!

COM YP SATRAPI

Seventeen-year-old Rukhsana has always been fascinated by the universe and the laws of behind its order; unlike her home life. Unable to
come out to her conservative Muslim parents, Rukhsana keeps that part of her identity hidden along with her girlfriend, Ariana. But when
Rukhsana’s mother catches her with Ariana, her ideal future at Caltech in the fall begins to collapse around her. Sent to Bangladesh to stay
with extended family, she encounters a world of arranged marriages, religious traditions, and intolerance. But she fortunately finds allies
along the way, including the words written in her grandmother’s old diary.

YP FIC KHAN

Tareq lives in Syria with his warm and loving family, until the bombs strike. He, his father, and his younger sister are the only survivors,
and they have no choice but to go to Raqqa, where they have extended family. But Raqqa is a stronghold for Daesh, the militant
group claiming to follow the tennets of Islam, yet who really exist only to enable violence and intolerance. Tareq's family leave
quickly, and Tareq heads to Istanbul with his cousin. From there, reunited with his younger sister, both do all they can to flee
successfully to Greece.
YP FIC ABAWI

